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CARBON STEEL
"sparkle silver" finish which resembles sstl.  It shimmers in indoor/ 
outdoor lighting

US Pat. No. D540,500

© 2007 EcoTrio®, LLC

 “the street - II”       “the street - I”      

Good Design Award winner: 2008
Chicago Athenaeum - Environment 
The World's Most Prestigious Global 
Awards for New Product Design 

COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCT at 25% less 

MEDIUM TRAFFIC AREAS:  

INDOOR
(304 SS) indoor use

  

CONTAINERS/ PAPER or COMPOST/ GARBAGE 
(20 /15/20) gallons 

EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

POWDER COATING RESEMBLES STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

ENCLOSURE  
(18 ga, SS 303 #4 finish, LID: 16 ga) When the carbon steel is 
formed to the elliptical  profile, the metal becomes extremely robust 
which does not allow the metal to dent easily, as it would if the metal 
was flat.

COST EFFECTIVE AT 25% LESS (than “The Street - I”)
(areas where “image” is not a concern and for clients who are looking (areas where “image” is not a concern and for clients who are looking 
for an economical solution due to budget constraints)

ENCLOSURE  
(18 ga, SS 303 #4 finish, LID: 16 ga)  When the sstl is formed to 
the elliptical  profile, the sstl metal becomes extremely robust 
which does not allow the sstl metal to dent easily, as it would if the 
metal was flat.

LINER 
(option to add metal galvanized liner, at an additional cost)(option to add metal galvanized liner, at an additional cost)

  

PREMIUM QUALITY COMMERCIAL PRODUCT

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS:  
(shopping malls, universities/ schools, food courts, stadiums, parks)

INDOOR
(304 SS) indoor use

CONTAINERS / PAPER or GARBAGE 
((33/35) gallons (without liner), (33/30) gallons (with liner) 

EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

HIGHEST GRADE STAINLESS STEEL 
(AISI SS 304) 300 series the most durable stainless steel grade, to 
withstand winter weather outdoors

STAINLESS STEEL 
(#4 brushed satin finish) container appears to be a chrome finish due (#4 brushed satin finish) container appears to be a chrome finish due 
to the way natural + indoor lighting reflects the elliptical surface 
enclosure of the container,which would not reflect in the same way, if 
the metal was flat

1st Place 
2005 AIA DESIGN AWARD
(”reThink, reDesign, reCycle”)

The use of EcoTrio® Recycling Containers, with a minimum of 35% 
recycled content,  will contribute to the 1 LEED point  available for 
use of Recycled Content under the Materials and Resources Project.

PREMIUM QUALITY COMMERCIAL PRODUCT

MEDIUM TRAFFIC AREAS
(lobbies, elevator lobbies, lounge, offices, restaurants)

INDOOR
(304 SS) indoor use

CONTAINERS/ PAPER or COMPOST/ GARBAGE 
(20 /15/20) gallons(20 /15/20) gallons

EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

HIGHEST GRADE STAINLESS STEEL 
(AISI SS 304) 300 series the most durable stainless steel grade, to 
withstand winter weather outdoors

STAINLESS STEEL 
(#4 brushed satin finish) container appears to be a chrome finish due (#4 brushed satin finish) container appears to be a chrome finish due 
to the way natural + indoor lighting reflects the elliptical surface enclo-
sure of the container,which would not reflect in the same way, if the 
metal was flat

  

ENCLOSURE  
(18 ga, SS 303 #4 finish, LID: 16 ga)  When the sstl is formed to the 
elliptical  profile, the sstl metal becomes extremely robust which does not 
allow the sstl metal to dent easily, as it would if the metal was flat.

PRICED REASONABLY 
(*market vendor price, specification comparison analysis available to client, (*market vendor price, specification comparison analysis available to client, 
upon request)

w:  www.ecotrio.com

distribution centers in both:      USA

(no cross-border duty fees or delays)    CANmade in:           NORTH AMERICA

toll free: usa/can      

pricing inquiries:      t:   877. 804.9212            e:   info@ecotrio.com
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